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TD - Lightweight insulated panel

TD showing reinforcement bars

TD BTO

TD DBTO

The covering angle is used with the 
sealant to complete the join at the edge.

TDca

Flange joint edge prior to being covered

TD Characteristics

Thermal Insulation Properties TD pre-insulated panel comes in two main forms – 
with either Polyurethane (PU) or Polyisocyanurate (PIR) as the inner core.  TD 
panel density is approximately 50kg/m3. These give R-values ranging from R1.0 
for PU up to R2.08 for 42mm PIR panels.

Pressure Drop:  TD Panel has very low friction losses (similar to plain sheetmetal 
ducting).  The friction coefficient for standard panel is 0.0135.

Working temperature:  TD Panel has a working temperature range from -60C to 
plus 80C.

Acoustics:  TD Panel has significant attenuation at lower frequencies.  At higher 
frequencies it gives similar attenuation results to sheetmetal ducting. 

Air Leakage:  TD Panel has an aluminium foil layer bonded to either side of the 
inner core.  This gives it a completely closed cell construction and ensures there 
is no air leakage under 500Pa static pressure.  The maximum working pressure 
of TD Panel is 2000Pa.

Life Span:  TD Panel has a normal working life in excess of 20 years.  There is no 
maintenance other than the normal cleaning regime.  It will not rust or corrode 
under normal circumstances.

Ozone Depletion:  TD Panel produces little or no HCFCs during its manufacturing 
process.

Installation:  At 1.8kg/m3, 20mm PU TD Panel weighs less than 1/8 of the equivalent 
sheetmetal ducting.  This means installation is simpler, faster and lower in cost.

Rigidity:  At 200m/mm2, TD Panel’s rigidity is up to 20 times that of standard 
sheetmetal ducting.  In seismic prone areas this means the ducting will maintain 
its integrity much longer and not pose the same risks during an earthquake.

Maximum Airflows:  TD Panel will support airflows up to 12m/s.

Options:  TD Panel has a number of options.  These include panel for use outdoors, 
panel for hygienic applications (with an anti-bacterial coating), panel with an extra 
polyester coating for aggressive atmospheres and various thicknesses of panels 
for different thermal applications (20mm, 30mm 42mm).

Certification:  TD Panel has certification for AS1530: part 3 fire ratings (0,0,0,0-1) 
as well as UL181 documentation.  There are independent tests for R-values, 
acoustics and friction loss.  There are also test reports available that give details 
of the anti-bacterial coating that is available.


